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Aluminium door range

Made to measure
Express service
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Aluminium door range

FORTIS1 Aluminium flush bonded door system:
The Fortis1 range of doors is a composition of quality components, simple designs and
functional hardware. We have designed the Fortis1 to retain the excellent standards and quality
found in our D72 range whilst being excellently priced. Due to the design limitations we can
produce the Fortis1 doors in just 4 weeks.
Components:
Fortis1 uses the same 3mm aluminium plates both internally and externally as the D72 range of
doors as well as the same high quality 7 point lock system. Our profiles have the unique sprung
thermal break that minimises warping and offers fantastic thermal insulation levels. All of this
plus 66mm of dense PU insulation makes the Fortis1 one of the best value, quality aluminium
door systems on sale in the UK today. The specification outweighs the price point.
Manufacturing:
By restricting the range to 6 designs and one standardised suite of hardware, we are able to
keep the quality high and the cost low. Our Fortis1 doors are manufactured on the same
production line as our other products, right here in the UK. Made to measure by hand.
Options:
The Fortis1 range is available in 2 colour finishes, RAL 7016 Anthracite grey & RAL 9005 Jet Black
both in our luxurious fine structure finish. The same colour is applied to both sides of the door.
The door is furnished with a silver anodised internal handle and hinges and 1000mm stainless
steel pull handle externally. Glazed doors have an option of either Satin or Clear glass.
Glass:
Fortis1 door glass is triple glazed argon filled and laminated for security. Fitted with warm edge
spacer bar and bonded into the door construction.
Security:
7 point locking and fully adjustable hinges. High security 3* lock cylinder with thumb turn.
Sidelights:
The Fortis1 door comes with triple glazed laminated sidelights, made to measure with widths up
to 800mm wide. All doors are supplied in a 1-piece frame.
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Sidelight glass: 45mm Triple glazed / Argon filled / Laminated
Door Glass: 66mm Triple glazed / Argon Filled / Laminated
All glass is stamped and manufactured to British standards

7pt Locking

Door Furniture

External handle

Hinges

Internal handle

3* Cylinder

1000mm
304 stainless steel
round bar handle.

High security Roll
Anodised EV1 silver
hinges with nylon
handle on a long plate.
bushes for lightweight,
smooth operation.
Stainless steel *Upgrade.

High security 3*
TS007 cylinder
with 5 keys as
standard.

1600mm *Upgrade.

Pricing

Why Fortis1?
SECURE YOUR HOME
IMPROVE INSULATION
4 WEEK LEAD TIME
SPREAD THE COST WITH
0% INTEREST FREE CREDIT
*Subject to status, Ts & Cs

Prices are + VAT and exclude delivery and installation
No other changes or upgrades are permitted on Fortis1
door systems

Fortis1 Doors are exclusively available from CMS Fortisal in the UK
CMS Fortisal, 5 Meer end, Birstall. Leicester LE4 3EH

0116 2885888 | cmsdoors.co.uk

